“It is an affront to treat falsehood with complacence.” Thomas Paine
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CATHOLIC
COLLEGES AT
RISK

By: Malcolm A. Kline

Many waivers have been given out exempting a
variety of unions and other groups from Obamacare
mandates. Apparently the Catholic Church is
ineligible for one of these.

L

est there be any doubt that the Obama Administration is targeting Catholic colleges and universities, the federal
government made clear that it is doing just that. “The White House announced today that colleges and universities
will also be forced to join religious employers in instituting the new HHS mandate that requires them to provide
coverage for birth control and drugs that may cause abortions,” Steve Ertelt reported on Life News.com. “The Health
and Human Services Department released information Friday afternoon saying college student health care plans will
be treated like employees’ plans — making them subject to the mandate the Obama administration put in place that
has upset pro-life groups for its violation of religious liberties.”
”The decision means college students — who already get abortions at the highest rate compared with women in other
age categories, will be able to get free birth control pills, Plan B pills and the ella drug that causes early-term abortions
days after conception.”
“The nation’s biggest abortion business is already applauding the decision, as it means insurance companies will pay for
drugs Planned Parenthood dispenses, providing a taxpayer-funded windfall for the abortion giant.”
“On February 10, 2012, the Departments committed to working with stakeholders to develop alternative ways of
providing contraceptive coverage without cost sharing in order to accommodate non-exempt, non-profit religious
organizations with religious objections to such coverage,” the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services
declared of the federal agencies involved in making the rule. “Specifically, the Departments indicated their plans for
a rulemaking to require issuers to offer group health insurance coverage without contraceptive coverage to such an
organization (or its plan sponsor) and simultaneously to provide contraceptive coverage directly to the participants
and beneficiaries covered under the organization’s plan with no cost sharing. Under this approach, the Departments
would require that, in this circumstance, there be no premium charge for the separate contraceptive coverage.”
Many waivers have been given out exempting a variety of unions and other groups from Obamacare mandates.
Apparently the Catholic Church is ineligible for one of these.
continued on page 3
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Dear Reader,
These may not be the times that try men’s souls but they sure do try
one’s patience. Despite the insistence that its regulation compelling Catholic
institutions to provide not just contraceptives but sterilization and abortifacients
does not violate the Church’s tenets, guardians of the faith disagree with the
Obama Administration as does the creed itself.
Interestingly, former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee’s proclamation
that we are all Catholics now may be partially coming to pass. After weeks of
promoting the administration line on the edict, The New York Times found to
its chagrin that the American people still opposed it. The regulations are due to
go into effect in a year, at least in the latest incarnation we have seen as we go to
press. Meanwhile both sides of the controversy are pushing back at each other.
What is somewhat unexpected is the line in the sand drawn not just by
the bishops but by Georgetown University. Georgetown has played host to
virtually every trendy “flavor of the month” to come down the pike for some
time. Just last September according to the Catholic League for Religious and
Civil Rights, guerilla filmmaker Michael Moore drew guffaws in an appearance
there when he said, “You know those 12 men Jesus was always hanging out
with? Mhm.”
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Other colleges that have hosted more than their share of pro-choice
speakers are following the lead of the bishops and Georgetown in resisting the
Obama Administration mandate. As we point out, Boston College is one of
these. To be sure, it is an uphill battle, particularly in academe where the culture
seems to be wholly owned by Planned Parenthood. “Way back in the fall of
2009, when I was a bright-eyed, bushy-tailed first-year law student, I noticed
that Drexel Law encouraged students to be abortion center escorts as part of
its pro bono (volunteer) program,” Kelsey Hazzard wrote on Life News.com.
“The school website noted the possibility that pro-life sidewalk counselors and
protesters might ‘violate the First Amendment.’ There’s just one problem: it is
legally impossible for a private party to violate the First Amendment! Even then,
I knew (and my past two and a half years of legal education have confirmed)
that the Bill of Rights limits actions by state officials. For example, the First
Amendment is violated when police officers arrest pro-lifers who are engaged
in peaceful protests. Sidewalk counselors talking to abortion-minded women?
Not a First Amendment violation by any stretch of the imagination. Almost
three years later, Drexel still hasn’t learned this basic civics lesson.”
All the best,
Mal Kline,
Executive Director

www.academia,org

AWAKENINIG ON CATHOLIC CAMPUSES
By Malcolm A. Kline
The Obama Administration’s ruling that Catholic
institutions, including schools, provide birth control,
sterilization and abortificiants on demand may have had
a unifying effect it never bargained for—of Catholics
against the policy.
Hundreds of Catholic college professors signed onto
an open letter protesting the policy as a blatant breach
of religious freedom. The signers were not swayed by
the “compromise” suggested by the White House that
institutions do not have to provide all of the above directly.

pro-life Ronald Reagan and the determinedly pro-choice
Bill Clinton. It is a favorite speaking spot of our current
chief executive, much to the consternation of traditionally
Catholic pro-life alumni.
Thus for the professor who holds the position that
is named for the university president who, arguably,
helped lead Catholic colleges and universities away from
the Vatican to sign onto what amounts to a Catholic

“The Obama administration has offered what it has styled
as an ‘accommodation’ for religious institutions in the
dispute over the HHS mandate for coverage (without
cost sharing) of abortion-inducing drugs, sterilization,
and contraception,” the letter reads. “The administration
will now require that all insurance plans cover (‘cost free’)
these same products and services.”
“Once a religiously-affiliated (or believing individual)
employer purchases insurance (as it must, by law),
the insurance company will then contact the insured
employees to advise them that the terms of the policy
include coverage for these objectionable things. This
so-called ‘accommodation’ changes nothing of moral
substance and fails to remove the assault on religious
liberty and the rights of conscience which gave rise to
the controversy.” The Beckett Fund for Religious Liberty
distributed the letter.
Two hundred and fifteen professors and administrators
from Catholic colleges and universities signed the
letter. Most notable were the 89 signatories from Notre
Dame alone, particularly Gary Anderson, the Hesburgh
professor of theology at ND.
The Hesburgh chair is named after the long-time president
of Notre Dame, Father Theodore Hesburgh, who, in the
1960s chaired a conference at Land O’ Lakes, Wisconsin
in which the presidents of the major Catholic colleges
and universities announced their independence from
authority, lay and clerical—a category that encompassed
both the U. S. government and the Vatican.
Since that time, Notre Dame has invited every U. S.
president to speak on its campus, including the avowedly
www.academia,org

Saint Jude, Patron of Hopeless Causes
declaration of conscience indicates a seismic shift on
Catholic campuses. Arguably the trend is toward a more
traditional understanding of the mission of Catholic
continued on page 4
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continued from page 3

education.
As expected, the academic establishment is pushing
back at the Catholic bishops for protesting the Obama
Administration’s regulation that would require religious
institutions to provide sterilization, abortifacients and
contraceptives free of charge.
“John Garvey, president of censured Catholic University
of America (CUA), a pontifical university that has a
dismal record of aggressively promoting conformity to
religious theological dogma over academic freedom, is
protesting the government’s alleged encroachment on
Catholic and religious institutions across the spectrum of
American life,” Peter N. Kirstein writes on the Academe
blog. “Beware of university presidents who believe truth
is not subject to continuous skepticism and revisionism!”

As William F. Buckley might have put it, concerning
which a few observations:
1. CUA is the only Catholic university in North
America chartered by the Vatican.
2. Father Curran taught from his own playbook on
many issues.
3. John Garvey wasn’t president of CUA at the time.
“It’s a simple question of whether rights belong to

Kirstein is an historian at St. Xavier University. He
never mentions the president’s insistence that Catholic
institutions of higher learning, among other Church
affiliates, are forced under U. S. Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) to provide not only birth
control and contraceptives, as is commonly reported, but
also sterilization and abortifacients free of charge.
Rather, Kirstein, goes off on a riff about how much
adjuncts are paid at Catholic universities. Kirstein is vice
president of the Illinois Conference of the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP).
He ends his blog by chastising CUA for dismissing a
renegade Jesuit a quarter of a century ago. “For 22 years
the administration of Catholic University of America has
been censured by the American Association of University
Professors,” Kirstein writes. “This hall of shame is directed
at out-of-control administrators who use the power of
their office to suppress, punish and cajole professors into
intellectual conformity.”
“This includes CUA, which removed a tenured, liberal
theologian, Reverend Charles E. Curran, from the
classroom because he supported contraception and
refused to proselytize Roman Catholic theology in
the classroom.” Kirstein chairs the Illinois Conference
Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure.

Saint Anthony, Patron of the Lost and Found.
individuals or to groups,” James K. Wilson of the
American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
argues on his Academe blog. “There is no such thing as a
continued on page 5
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collective Constitutional right for religious groups; there
is only individual religious freedom.”
“Yes, religious organizations are protected, but only
because of the individual rights of the people who
constitute them.” The bishops beg to differ. Well, actually
they don’t beg. They do differ.
“Perhaps the courts offer the most light,” Timothy Cardinal
Dolan, Archbishop of New York, wrote in a letter to his
brother bishops. “In the recent Hosanna-Tabor ruling,
the Supreme Court unanimously defended the right of a
church to define its own ministry and services, a dramatic
rebuff to the administration, apparently unheeded by
the White House.” The ultimate irony is that this is a
contretemps the White House could have easily avoided

with an opt-out provision, particularly since the bishops
were initially sympathetic to the president’s health care
plan.
“For the past decade, North Carolina has operated under
a contraception mandate for private health insurers that
hasn’t caused much uproar,” David N. Bass writes in the
Carolina Journal. “It contains a broad exemption that
allows faith-based employers who are opposed to birth
control as a matter of conscience to opt out, and frees
insurers to charge co-pays for the coverage.”
“But new federal guidelines from the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services would supersede the
exemption.” The Carolina Journal is published by the
John Locke Foundation.

SQUEAKY CHALK
by Deborah Lambert

LORAX DRAWBACKS
Apparently the attempt to politicize children’s
lives in school is not nearly enough for today’s diehard
environmentalists, since their Hollywood counterparts
now seem intent on inserting ideology into kids’ movies
at every turn. In “The Muppets Movie,” for example, a
wealthy businessman named Tex Richman cooked up
a plot to drill for oil underneath the Muppets’ theater.
However, at least the “evil capitalism” theme functioned
as a humorous subplot that allowed moviegoers to enjoy
the Muppets’ adventures.
But in another
cartoon
blockbuster
called “The Lorax,”
even the enchanting
animation, graphics and
cuddly animals weren’t
enough to distract from
the relentless propaganda
message that using the
earth’s natural resources
to create wealth (and
www.academia,org

consumer products) is inherently evil and leads to
catastrophe.
The movie’s hero is a grumpy woodland creature
called the Lorax, played by Danny deVito, who “speaks
for the trees,” and habitually inserts himself into various
situations as the prophet of doom.
Meanwhile, the curiosity of an energetic young man
named Ted (Zac Efron) leads him to search for the secret
behind the destruction of all the truffula trees in ThneedVille, which caused the existing air pollution. At least Ted
wasn’t an ideologue – he was just trying to impress a girl.
But by that time, even the love angle couldn’t improve the
listless quality of the plot – and its depressing, defeatist
ideology.
Perhaps the best way to understand this film is that its
creator, the rabid environmentalist, Dr. Seuss of children’s
book fame, referred to his Lorax book, published in 1971,
as “pure propaganda.”


THE SLIME OF OUR LIVES
School lunch issues are making headlines around the
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country these days, and another dispute just re-surfaced
in reaction to the news that the USDA will have a choice
this coming fall not to use “pink slime” lunch meat,

according to The Christian Science Monitor.
Although it’s difficult to think of anything more
appetizing than sitting down to a midday meal of pink
slime, the idea has apparently not gained much positive
traction. And the fact that McDonald’s now “scrapes the
pink slime from burgers” established a positive trend.
But what is this slime anyway? It’s actually the lowcost leftover ingredients that are “heated to about 100F,
compressed into blocks to be mixed with ground beef,
then treated with a puff of ammonium hydroxide gas” to
kill bacteria like E. coli and salmonella.
If you’re wondering why it became such a big issue in
the first place, Marc Smith of the Social Media Research
Foundation blames some of it on “widely connected
people” who act like “broadcast hubs,” sending out
this info to different communities. “The more there are
things like Twitter, the easier it is for these powder kegs to
explode,” said Smith.


PRO-LIMBAUGH PROF DENOUNCED

Chronicle.
Prof. Landsburg explained that he actually took great
pains to differentiate between Ms. Fluke and her position.
Saying that Ms. Fluke herself deserved the same respect
that we owe any human being, the issue here “deserves
only to be ridiculed, mocked and jeered. To treat it with
respect would be a travesty,” said Landsburg.
This prompted outrage from President Seligman,
who claimed that open ridicule, and mocking or jeering
at a student in this way is offensive, adding that profs are
here to educate, not to engage in character assassination,
according to the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle.
During this dustup, nearly 30 student protesters in
Prof. Landsman’s class formed a silent line between the
professors and the students during the first 15 minutes
of class, but no one apparently chose to condemn this
attempt to interrupt the regular teaching schedule.


ALL IN THE FAMILY
For many of today’s young adult college graduates,
life after school bears little or no resemblance to the glossy
brochures and pie-in-the-sky claims that college degrees
are the tickets to success.
New data from the U.S. Census Bureau show that
the number of men between the ages of 25-34 living at
home rose from 14 percent in 2005 to 19 percent in 2011.
That means nearly one in five males are living with Mom
and Dad, many with debt loads of up to $100,000 for
their college tuition that just a few years ago was deemed
a “necessity” for proper entrée into the world of work.

The firestorm over Rush Limbaugh’s recent comments
about Georgetown University Law School student Sandra
Fluke reached onto college campuses recently when the
president of the University of Rochester publicly chastised
one of his professors for defending Limbaugh.

A recent USA Today article told the story of 32-yearold Dennis Hansen, saying that “after a year without
work, Hansen, was hired to monitor Lake Michigan and
Lake Superior water for the state and federal governments
over two summers. He also did short stints as a census
worker and part-time holiday postal employee.

Joel Seligman, president of Rochester U., issued a
public statement denouncing economics prof Steven
Landsburg for “defending an unpopular person in a
blog posting,” according to the Rochester Democrat and

But for Hansen, who has $13,000 in credit card
debt and a $600 monthly mortgage, that wasn’t enough.
Today, Hansen calls the employment situation a roller
coaster, saying he’s “frustrated, angry and wondering why
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ONE, TWO, THREE, GOVT. SEXUALITY

I went to college for 10 years.”
The common wisdom used to be that if a young
person didn’t get a college degree, he or she might end up
flipping burgers at McDonalds.

As if the government wasn’t intruding into our
private lives enough these days, now they are chafing at
the bit to propose “National Sex Standards.”

But today, some weary job hunters report that the
skyrocketing unemployment numbers among recent
college grads mean that some can’t even make the cut for
burger flipping or stocking shelves at WalMart.

News of this new power grab comes from the
Education Reporter, which noted that “a coalition
of progressive educators with the family planning
and homosexual lobbies are promoting questionable
guidelines for what, when and how topics concerning
sexuality should be taught to K-12 students nationwide.”

Plus, young women make up 57% of the student
body on college campuses these days, and end up leaving
home earlier than young men.
There’s more. Today’s college students take on nearly
twice as much debt as they did 10 years ago. While the
percentage of jobs is at an all time low, the percentage of
young adults living at home is the highest it’s been since
the 1950s.
As for the wealth gap? Figures on economicollapse.
com show that “U.S. households headed by someone
65 and older are now 47 times wealthier than U.S.
households led by someone 35 years or younger.”
When wise men refer to the “handwriting on the
wall,” they usually predict something unpleasant is about
to happen. We already know that student loan debt,
standing at $870 billion, surpasses total debt from credit
cards, at $693 billion, and is scheduled to be more than
$1 trillion this year. What’s next?


The proponents of this idea are the usual suspects,
including Planned Parenthood Advocates for Youth,
SIECUS, and a branch of the NEA.
Fortunately, The National Abstinence Education
Association (NAEA) has disclosed that these proposed
“standards” are merely a mechanism to “promote
controversial ideological agendas in K-12 classrooms.
While the NEA’s involvement could “provide the thrust
needed to get the standards implemented into schools
quickly and without parental knowledge or consent,”
Candi Cushman of Focus on the Family says that
“schools are under no obligation to carry out these socalled standards,” and parents have become very effective
in blocking such efforts.

american
journalism
center

a c

internships

Ask about internships at the American Journalism Center, a joint program of Accuracy
in Media and Accuracy in Academia. The AJC offers 12 weeks of research, reporting
and writing experience in our nation’s capital. Stipends or scholarships are available to
program participants that range from $50 per day to $3,000 for the three-month internship. For more information, e-mail Mal Kline at mal.kline@academia.org or visit us at
www.aimajc.org
The AJC is a joint project of Accuracy in Media and Accuracy in Academia
www.academia,org
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The REAL MLA Stylebook
To show what college and university English Departments are really teaching, Accuracy in Academia
compiled The REAL MLA Stylebook, filled with quotes from a recent convention of the Modern Language
Association (MLA) where thousands of English professors gather to push their politically correct,
radical agenda. Outsiders who attend this event expecting to learn more about Chaucer, Milton and
Shakespeare are in for a rude awakening when they discover that panels are more likely to focus on topics
such as “Marxism and Globalization;” “What’s the Matter with Whiteness,” and “Queering Faulkner.”
This book is must-reading for anyone interested in learning more about the mindset of faculty members
who are tasked with teaching the great works of the English language to our nation’s students.
You can order your copy of The REAL MLA Stylebook using the coupon
below or order online at the AIM store: www.ShopAIM.org
I would like to order a copy of The REAL MLA Stylebook:
Single copy $6.95 shipping included

Name:______________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________
City:______________________State:________Zip:__________
Email:__________________
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